M. A. (Sem. II) Examination
March / April - 2017
Home Science :
Educational Psychology : ECT-2

Time : 2 Hours ] [ Total Marks : 50

1. "Case Study of a Child" (10)
   (1) What are the reasons behind this child's behavior?
   (2) What is the child's current level of development?
   (3) What interventions have been tried so far?
   (4) ADHD present? If yes, how?
   (5) What are the child's strengths and weaknesses?

2. Educational psychology - how does it relate to Home Science? (13)
   (1) Discuss the role of educational psychology in a children's home.

3. What are the strategies used for the child's behavior modification? (13)
   (1) What are the strategies used for the child's behavior modification?

4. "Case Study of a Child" (14)
   (1) TAT Question
   (2) Parent-Teacher Dialogue
   (3) Parental Attitudes and Expectations.
   (4) Brainstorming Session
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Instruction: As per the instruction no. 1 of page no. 1.

1. Give short answers to the following questions. (10)
   1. Write types of Intelligence?
   2. What is Health Education?
   3. What is individual differences?
   4. What is ADHD?
   5. What is reading disability?

2. Explain definition of Educational psychology and describe its field. (13)
   OR

2. Define Intelligence and explain factors affecting intellectual behavior.

3. Explain in detail about safety education. (13)
   OR

3. Give the definition of Exceptional children and write its categories and characteristics.

4. Write Short notes (Any Two) (14)
   1. TAT Test
   2. Reading disability.
   3. Personality traits.
   4. Mental Retardation.